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The Sub-Zero, Wolf, and Cove Showroom will help you bring your creative
vision to life. It’s an inviting, collaborative space built to inspire you
throughout your kitchen project – from planning with our product experts
and your designers to making delicious memories in your home.
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MEDIA SPONSOR

UNIVERSAL
DESIGN

Nestled among some of North Carolina’s most
beautiful Piedmont landscapes, this Universal
Design home embodies Southern style and
hospitality. This elegant Southern Living
Showcase Home features exceptional details,
quality building products, luxurious interiors,
expansive landscaping, and welcomes all.

Q & A WITH JOSHUA B. MAUNEY
WHAT IS UNIVERSAL DESIGN? WHEN DID YOU
BECOME INTERESTED IN IT?

Poppy, my grandfather (and my hero), built just about every
home he ever lived in, except for his last. The last home he
built was right for him at the time, but over the years, as his life
changed, it became wrong for him in several ways. It was not
possible to change the home he’d lived in for more than thirtyfive years to completely suit his needs, and even if it had been
possible, it would have cost more than the house was worth
to remodel it. While we couldn’t help Poppy stay in his home
forever, with Universal Design, we are helping others to stay
at home by using thoughtful design and well-planned spaces.
That is what Universal Design is: being thoughtful, planning
for all of life’s changes, and being able to welcome as many
people and abilities into your home as possible.
THAT DOES SOUND NICE! HOW DOES UNIVERSAL
DESIGN RELATE TO ACCESSIBILITY, ADAPTABLE
DESIGN, AND ADA DESIGN?

That’s a good question! Universal Design is all about being
welcoming, but also about being adaptable. For example:
some families may not be able to afford or may not need an
elevator at the time of building, but we can build stacked
closets with strong framing ready to accept an elevator at any
time. That way, if the need ever arises, it will be a smoother,
more economical, and easier process to add that elevator.
The same is true of grab bars in bathrooms and other
accommodations. ADA is a term specific to public places,
and, as such, is not applicable to residential households.
But it is still a great guide for builders to follow in making

“

hallways and ramps suitable to accommodate power chairs.
Universal Design, at its heart, is about welcoming the most
diverse community possible into a space.
WHAT UNIVERSAL DESIGN FEATURES ARE IN YOUR
SOUTHERN LIVING SHOWCASE HOME? HOW DO THEY
HELP PEOPLE?

First, you can enter our Southern Living Showcase Home from
both the garage and the expansive garden without taking a
single step. Imagine not having to lift a baby stroller to get
inside. Imagine carrying groceries without worrying about
slipping. Everything is flush, meaning there are no bumps,
no level changes, and no stairs when entering. The same is
true of transitioning from room to room and into the shower.
Everything is barrier free. Good design is often in the details.
There are small things that many people struggle with daily,
like doorknobs or keys or air filters, that other people don’t
even think about. We think ahead and help people before
they are aware that they are being helped. It feels to us like the
highest form of hospitality.
UNIVERSAL DESIGN SOUNDS LIKE A REAL PASSION
FOR YOU. IF PEOPLE WALK AWAY WITH ONE
IMPRESSION AFTER TOURING ONE OF YOUR HOMES,
WHAT WOULD YOU WANT THAT TO BE?

We want people to say that the most important thing we are
building at Paragon Building Group is community. And, if you are
reading this or walking through our Southern Living Showcase
Home, you are a part of that community. All are welcome with
Paragon Building Group.

Universal Design, at its heart, is about welcoming the
most diverse community possible into a space.”

TOUR: OCTOBER 27 - DECEMBER 12, 2021
387 RIVERSTONE DRIVE • PITTSBORO, NC 27312
PARAGONBUILDINGGROUP.COM/TICKETS
SALES & MARKETING BY FONVILLE MORISEY BAREFOOT
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COASTAL CURE
Designer Heather Jennings and her husband build a
classic, streamlined home with a beach-house vibe for
their family of five.
BLURRED LINES
Designer Tula Summerford’s Raleigh home
incorporates old and new, elegant and modern, and
everything in between.
A PLACE TO CALL HOME
Wanting to plant new roots, designer Lauren Burns turns
a West Cary home into a cozy, welcoming space for her
and her children.

LEFT: ERIN COMERFORD MILLER; RIGHT: CATHERINE NGUYEN PHOTOGRAPHY.
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F ROM T H E E D I TO R

ON THE COVER:
Designer Lauren
Burns goes for a wow
factor in her dining
room, with a stunning
hand-painted accent
wall by artist Caroline
Lizarraga (page 60).

Blake Miller and Anne Marie Ashley
Co-Editors-in-Chief
12
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PORTRAIT: LAUREN KACZMARSKI; COVER PHOTO: CATHERINE NGUYEN.

B

Blake and I find that the shift to autumn always brings
a sense of newness and excitement; often, a welcome
change to the monotony of day-to-day life that makes
summer feel like it’s run its course. They’re called the
dog days of summer for a reason.
The Designers At Home issue is one of our favorites
of the year because it feels like a special privilege to sift
through photos of homes that are so often unseen. Like
autumn, it feels a little bit like a reset, but for design. It’s
a way to shift focus from admiring beautiful design to a
masterclass in how to be daring with beautiful design.
Like many of our readers, we’re naturally eager to
pull back the curtains of designers’ homes, because, after
all, they’re designers for a reason and we expect their
dwelling to be thoughtfully and exceptionally designed.
And let us tell you—they don't disappoint. Each feature
represents wildly different aesthetics but have one
thing in common—personality. All were designed with
purpose and intention, catering specifically to each
designer and her family’s daily lives. Whether entertaining friends or gathering family comfortably for dinner
and movie nights, these homes demonstrate that great
design and comfort and functionality are not mutually
exclusive—even in designers’ homes.
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COURTESY OF NGALA TRADING CO.

DWELL

MARKET

PASSION
PROJECT
WHETHER PRACTICING THEIR CRAFT
IN TANDEM OR SINGULARLY, THESE
LATEST DESIGNER COLLECTIONS
HAVE FORGED THEIR OWN PATH.

ON THE
FRINGE

Designer NeKeia McSwain has teamed
with Ngala Trading Co. in their first
collaboration, bringing to life her
dream of designing something that
pays homage to the Mother Land of South Africa. “I am greatly honored to share in this
work with African artisans, whose amazing skills in this arena are a gift to the world of
design,” McSwain says. The NeKeia Collection features three lighting designs in a chandelier, pendant, and sconce, along with four new leather color offerings. “Partnering
with a designer who understands the history and background of our company and the
products we offer feels serendipitous in its timing,” says Lawson Ricketts, creative director
and co-founder of Ngala Trading Co. “Keia understands, respects, and embraces the
stories of our pieces and shares our desire to bring luxurious African design to North
America in a previously unseen way.” ngalatrading.com
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PASSION
COLLECTIVE

Known for his ability to merge European classicism with American modernism, designer
Michael S. Smith has long been a lover of
de Gournay hand-painted wallcoverings, so
he was thrilled when he was invited to create
his own designs for the beloved institution. In
an incredible meeting of creative minds and
craftsmen, the new collection is showcased in a
campaign that includes talents like British-born
Ghanaian designer Kusheda Mensah. Each collaborator was tasked with highlighting Smith’s
designs in their own interpreted environment
with stunning results befitting of the de Gournay
awe-inspiring effect. degournay.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: MIGUEL FLORES VIANNA, COURTESY OF DE GOURNAY; RAYON RICHARDS, COURTESY OF NGALA TRADING CO.

PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

MARKET

BLOWN
AWAY

MAKE HAY

Danish furniture and accessories company HAY is
lauded for its forward-thinking designs and simple
modern aesthetic. So when Belgian husbandand-wife design duo Fien Muller and Hannes Van
Severen teamed with HAY to create a lighting
line, a clean, interesting collection full of originality
and pared-down elements emerged. Arcs is a
series of pieces formed from a continuous chain
of curved arches that form a single element, resulting in a scalloped silhouette. Vibrant colors are
cast in steel and bathed in a mirror finish to reflect
light and embolden hues. us.hay.com
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WILD AT
HEART

For 120 years, Wildwood
Home has created lighting
and accessories that have
become a gold standard
in interior design. So pairing
up with designer Meg Braff,
known for her artful mix
of modern and heritage,
was a natural step. Braff’s
new collection is inspired
by Palm Beach chic and
features simple but bold
designs with functional
shapes and a playful tone.
Hues like sky blue, green,
and white give a nod to
the ultimate mod beach
vibe, while scalloped
details echo a certain
Slim Aarons originality that
marks the line. Palm fronds
and leafy forms give
way to brass and cane
accents for an everyday
modern feel, making this
collection timeless.
wildwoodhome.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF FABRICUT; MEG BRAFF PORTRAIT: NICK MELE, COURTESY OF WILDWOOD HOME; COURTESY OF HAY.

Iconic designer Iris Apfel has
teamed with industry textile
favorite Fabricut to release a
new collaborative collection
called Maximal Couture.
With the exception of her
signature black-rimmed
glasses, the collection
oozes every bit of Apfel’s
style, color, and character
with jazzy patterns, colorful
textures, and luxe trims.
High-end pieces blend
effortlessly with statement-making affordable accents for an
eclectic collection
offering something for
everyone. But perhaps
the most interesting
elements come in the
trims, reflective of the
kind of show-stopping accessories for
which Apfel is known.
fabricut.com

MARKET

TRANSFORMATIVE
POWERS

The Metamorphosis Collection, designed by Lori
Weitzner for Samuel & Sons, is an ode to nature. It plays
on the truth that transformation is inevitable, but the
joy is in the unexpected. From strange and beautiful to
whimsical and exuberant, the collection of beading
and embroideries is created with rich fabrics and colors
and unique techniques, both old and modern. The
Flutter line is delicate with translucent fabrics and scalloped seams, while the Bumblebee line features plush
textures and contrasting colors. samuelandsons.com

ABSTRACT
REALITY

“I wanted to explore the concept of the soul
in relation to how we perceive life through the
senses,” explains Michael C.F. Chan of his latest
collaboration with The Rug Company. “Each
design begins with a distinct symbol, which has

FORGE AHEAD

Local North Carolina furniture maker Charleston Forge has partnered with
Charlotte designer Lauren Clement to create The Paddock Collection, which
speaks to the passion of the designer as well as the craft of the artisan. “This
collection combines my true love for nature and horses with my passion
for interior design,” Clement explains. With a design philosophy of Family +
Function, Clement designed the line with durability yet originality in mind.
“The paddock is the place where horses are the most natural, the most free,
and oftentimes the most happy,” she adds, which aligns with her desire to
design pieces that are at home in any environment. ahokelimited.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF THE RUG COMPANY;
COURTESY OF CHARLESTON FORGE; COURTESY OF SAMUEL & SONS.

been abstracted to
encourage the viewer
to search deeper and
discover how our senses
work.” The elegant
Modern Dragon
and Theory lines pay
homage to Chan’s
heritage, featuring traditional iconography of
Chinese dragons and
Chinese calligraphy reimagined into abstract
woven art forms.
therugcompany.com

Leading the evolution for
Luxury Home Builders.

BUILDING AND REMODELING FINE CUSTOM HOMES SINCE 1988.
(919) 460-8550 | www.Rufty.com

Residence in New York
City’s Upper East Side
by interior designer
Katie Ridder.

PA L E T T E

RAVISHING
ROUGE
INSPIRED BY CANDY-LIKE
CABOCHON BERRIES, THE
DELECTABLE SHADE OF RED
CURRANT DEMONSTRATES
ITS SPLENDOR.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY CHRISTINA SPRATT SPENCER

1. Crawford Chandelier in India Red by
Gareth Devonald Smith / to the trade /
portaromana.com
2. Hugo Small Tray / $625 / liagre.com
3. Spill Rug in Cherry Splash by
Melanie Morris / starting at $80
per square foot / fayettestudio.com
4. Mateo Drinks Table / $1,895 /
8
bunnywilliamshome.com
5. An Indian Album by Cecil Beaton /
$175 / shopallisoncaccoma.com
6. Montis Armchair / $9,650 /
fbc-london.com
7. Turner Small Sofa in Paprika Velvet /
$5,720 / arteriorshome.com
8. Stolen Kiss SW-7586 / starting at
$39.99 per gallon / sherwin-williams.com

�
�
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ROMBO
INTERIORS:
IV: JOE FLETCHER.
ERIC PIASECKI/OTTO.

A bracing tonic of sensuously tart
with a palate-cleansing sprinkle of
sweet, this strikingly lush and tangy
hue holds a voluptuary sophistication
rich in a savory sharpness. A bejeweled
ruby red zest roused from pearl-like
clusters of its namesake, this piquant
hue is marked by undertones of ruddy
rose, muddled raspberry and rhubarb,
notes of a fiery translucent orangery,
and a grounding hint of spice. Spectacularly stately, the glossy acidity
couples beautifully with jewel-toned
sapphire, emerald, and deeply saturated
neutrals such as indigo and chestnut.
It is equally energized by pairings of
saffron and chartreuse while softened
by whispers of lilac.

SEASONAL
DETAILS YOU
CAN TASTE

CUSTOMIZED MENUS
FEATURING FRESH, LOCAL &
SUSTAINABLE INGREDIENTS:
• Wedding receptions
• Corporate events
• Family celebrations
• Virtual cooking classes
• Private beer & wine dinners
• In-home chef experiences
LET OUR EXPERIENCED CHEFS
& E V E N T M A N AG E R S C R E AT E
A C U S TO M I Z E D E X P E R I E N C E
D E S I G N E D J U S T F O R YO U.

919 850.2340
ROCKYTOPCATERING.COM
PHOTOS (TOP TO BOTTOM): FANCY THIS
PHOTOGRAPHY, F8 PHOTO STUDIOS, FABIANA
SKUBIC PHOTOGRAPHY, SOUTHERN LOVE STUDIOS

STYLE

Storytelling
THROUGH DESIGN
MARTHA MIDGETTE’S INTERIOR DESIGNS ARE CHOCK-FULL OF
SENTIMENT. SO WHEN SHE DESIGNED HER PERSONAL HOME,
SHE FILLED IT WITH PERSONAL STORIES TO TELL.

When Martha and James Midgette walked into their two-story brick colonial
in Raleigh, they knew it was exactly what they’d been looking for. “It had great
details and exuded the type of feeling you want when you walk into a home:
welcoming and cozy,” says Martha, an interior designer. “With so much character,
we could tell that this home had stories to tell. I could easily picture where I’d
put our Christmas tree or imagine watching our kids play in the backyard.”
The Midgettes purchased the home in September 2019 and decided to live
in the house for a while before moving forward with any major renovations.
26
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PORTRAIT: CALLIE PITTS DAVIS.

WRITTEN BY BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KATHERINE JOHNSON

Elegant Living Enveloped By Nature
A LOYD BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT

A True Custom Home Experience
from 2mm+

Coming Spring 2022

shadowcreekestates.com | 919-646-6808

STYLE

They focused on smaller updates, such as refinishing the
hardwood floors and painting the entire home, which
instantly brightened the space. Midgette’s style can best
be described as storytelling design; she incorporates family
heirlooms, artwork, and antiques that carry special meaning
or an endearing anecdote of how they came to be. “I love
sentimental pieces that have been collected and have a story
of their own,” says Midgette, who has scoured thrift stores,
Craigslist, estate sales, and Facebook Marketplace for her
home’s most beloved finds.
The designer applied her philosophy of designing with
meaning and purpose to her own home’s interior design.
Though they opted not to do a whole home renovation, the
Midgettes did tear down one wall between the kitchen and
living room. “There were two double doors between those
spaces originally, and it completely closed off the kitchen,”
she says. “I love hosting and entertaining, and everyone
always gathers in the kitchen. In order to help with the flow
and to have more space, we took down that wall and it made a
huge, dramatic difference.”
Next, Midgette brought in lots of color. “I love decorating
with art, pulling colors in to connect it back to the fabrics,”
she says. Some of the couple’s most notable artwork was
purchased during their travels. “I started collecting back in
28
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STYLE

middle school and high school, gathering art from places I’ve been, and we’ve
continued to do this as a couple,” she says. The gallery wall in the sunroom
features an array of artwork they have collected over the years. “There are
really special, really great memories from a lot of them,” Midgette says.
Another notable, sentimental piece is the Jennifer Flannigan artwork in the
living room, which was a gift from Midgette’s siblings.
Though the home originally had wallpaper in some of its rooms, Midgette
wanted to add more. “If I could put it in every room, I would,” she laughs.
“I love colors and patterns, and wallpaper adds all of that to a space.” In
her son’s nursery, she opted for classic blue-striped wallpaper by Thibaut,
while in the laundry room she chose a bold coral by Schumacher. The guest
bathroom features a similar bold color choice with Thibaut's Cairo pattern
wallpaper in green and white. u
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Available to the trade through The Bakerloo Collection

S POT L I G H T
LEFT: The Bakerloo Collection, a
mobile showroom, houses numerous
samples of designer fabrics,
wallcoverings, and accessories.

LEFT: The rich
tones of this
Madhya Moss rug
from Designers
Guild provide a
botanical backdrop
for a Zenda
natural cowhide
pillow by Bellaire
Dynamik and a
Paint Charts pillow
by John Derian for
Designers Guild.

MIND
the GAP
A LOCAL DESIGN REPRESENTATIVE
CONVERTS A VINTAGE CAMPER INTO A
STYLISH MOBILE SHOWROOM.
WRITTEN BY CATHERINE RUTH KELLY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY HEATHER ISON

Ashley Misenheimer’s retrofitted 1972 Bell Travel Trailer is ready for
adventure, but it is more likely found in the parking lot of North Hills
shopping center than a KOA campground. This glamped-up camper
has been converted into a mobile showroom called The Bakerloo
Collection and houses a variety of high-end fabrics and accessories
from around the globe.
“I was so tired of carrying stacks of fabric books and samples up
and down flights of stairs, unpacking and repacking, and loading them

ABOVE: Misenheimer stands
beside her 1972 Bell Travel
Trailer she named Bakerloo.

Closets
by Design

S POT L I G H T

TOP: Swatches
and samples from
some of the brands
that Misenheimer
represents, including
Designers Guild,
Osborne & Little, and
Bellaire Dynamik.
RIGHT: Misenheimer
sits inside her mobile
showroom, The
Bakerloo Collection.
BOTTOM: Bellaire
Dynamik’s Trixie
rug, handcrafted
from Italian hide and
dyed in a soft, rosy
hue, sprawls under a
plethora of pillows.
Clockwise from top:
Fleurs d’Artifice Marais
by Christian Lacroix,
Donwell cut velvet
by Osborne & Little,
Prête-Moi Ta Plume
Bourgeon by Christian
Lacroix, and a faux
fur pouf by Evelyne
Prélonge.

back into my car,” Misenheimer explains.
“With Bakerloo, I don’t have to schlep—
everything has its place in the camper.”
An avid Anglophile, Misenheimer
named her chic camper after one of the
London Underground lines. She lived in
London after college, whetting her design
whistle with a job at Herman Miller. In
2014, she became a fabric representative
for the British luxury fabric and wallpaper
purveyor Osborne & Little. Misenheimer
now represents eight designer lines,
ranging from fabrics and wallpapers to fine
linens, pillow forms, and animal-hide rugs.
“I wouldn’t be able to represent
eight brands without Bakerloo,”
Misenheimer says. “Now, I am a
one-stop shop with multiple product
categories for designers.”
Misenheimer pulls Bakerloo behind
her Ford Explorer, visiting clients
throughout the Southeast.
“The downfall is terrible gas mileage,
but the tradeoff is worth it,” Misenheimer
notes. “Designers love the novelty of it and
are excited to come inside.” u

STEVEN SHELL
LIVING

BORN IN LONDON
ENJOYED AROUND
THE WORLD
EST. 1992

“so much more than just a great furniture store”
Raleigh, NC
2030 Clark Avenue
@stevenshelllivingraleigh
919.803.1033

Mount Pleasant, SC
640 Coleman Boulevard
@stevenshellliving
843.216.3900

C A SE G O O DS , U P H O LS TE RY, LI G H T I N G , R U G S , A C C ES S O R I ES A N D O B J ET S D E V ER T U

DE SIGN BOARD

LORI
Moscato

4
3

5

6

1. Nolan Drum Chandelier / $913 / aidangrayliving.com
2. Bingo Fabric in Coal / to the trade / maxwellfabrics.com
3. Couristan Antelope Axe Brown / $13 per square foot /
eatmanscarpetsandinteriors.com
4. Bijou Buffett Lamp / $250 / reginaandrew.com
5. Chiang Mai Dragon Wallcovering / to the trade /
fschumacher.com
6. Gable Regency Distressed Gold Leaf Bamboo Mirror /
$1,011 / kathykuohome.com

7

7. The Wave Velvet Fabric in Lettuce / to the trade /
fschumacher.com
8. Chinese Foo Dogs / $850 for a set of two / chairish.com
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8

PORTRAIT: HEBA SALAMA PHOTOGRAPHY;
DINING ROOM: CATHERINE NGUYEN PHOTOGRAPHY.

Designer Lori Moscato of Casual
Elegance Designs isn’t afraid to mix
patterns, colors, and styles when
�
practicing her craft. “When clients
comment on how happy they are in
their space, or how much it feels like
them—that’s my goal for each and
�
every project.” Moscato’s clients see all the
options—the safe ones as well as the ones that
push them outside of their comfort zone.
In her own home, however, “unsafe” designs
are her comfort zone. Her formal dining room
sets the perfect example. “Formal dining rooms
are some of my favorite spaces to defy rules
because they don’t always have to be formal,”
she says. “I saw this Schumacher wallpaper in
the design center and held on to the sample for four years.
I kept going back and looking at it, wondering if I would get
sick of it, wondering if it was too bold. But you know what?
After four years of staring at it, I loved it more and more
because it was so bold, and it was that boldness that drove
the design for the rest of the dining room.”

FIELD TRIP

MOUNTAIN MAGIC
A 1930S LODGE IN HIGHLANDS, NORTH CAROLINA, IS
TRANSFORMED INTO A STYLISH AND MODERN RETREAT.
WRITTEN BY SARAH CROSLAND
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CHASING
Waterfalls
This part of North Carolina is
known as the Land of Waterfalls,
with hundreds in the area. From
your room’s balcony at Skyline
Lodge you’ll hear the sounds of
Big Creek Falls and Lauren Falls
through the woods below. Nearby,
the seventy-five-foot Dry Falls is an
easy walk from roadside parking,
while other local spots like Ranger
Falls and Glen Falls offer more challenging hikes. You can actually drive
beneath Bridal Veil Falls. For the
ultimate up-close experience, pack
your bathing suit for the swimming
hole at Highlands’ Secret Falls.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREW CEBULKA.

Tucked into the peak of Flat Top Mountain
and surrounded by thick forests, Skyline Lodge
has been playing host to travelers for almost
a century. This year, Charleston-based The
Indigo Road Hospitality Group reimagined and
revived the historic forty-seven-room property.
Originally designed by a student of Frank
Lloyd Wright, the lodge’s most recent renovation pays homage to both its 1930s roots and
its 1960s heyday. Nowhere is the hotel’s history
more on display than in its vibrant courtyard,
where the tunes of Ella Fitzgerald serenade
guests playing bocce on lush green turf atop
what was once the retro lodge’s swimming pool.
The hotel’s undeniable highlight is its
restaurant, Oak Steakhouse. The first steakhouse in the area, it’s quickly drawn a see-andbe-seen crowd from neighboring Cashiers and
Highlands. Kick off an evening here with a
craft cocktail on the patio with its panoramic
mountain views.
End your evening back in the courtyard,
where groups gather for s’mores around warm
firepits under twinkling string lights, all set to
the soft sounds of jazz. It’s the perfect spot
to soak in both the cool mountain air and the
lodge’s colorful history. skyline-lodge.com

LUXURY is OUR SPECIALTY

POOLS | POOL HOUSES & CABANAS | STONEWORK | FIREPLACES | WATER FEATURES | LANDSCAPING | OUTDOOR KITCHENS | LIGHTING | IRRIGATION
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DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
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Charlotte, NC 28208
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RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com
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INTERIORS

Jennings designed the living room with
entertaining in mind, installing a pair
of Swaim Malibu sofas upholstered in
commercial-grade white velvet by Kravet
coupled with vanCollier tub chairs to
encourage conversation. The coffee table
is by Nickey Kehoe and the artwork above
the fireplace is by local artist Anna Vaughn.
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COASTAL
CURE
COMMERCIAL DESIGNER HEATHER
JENNINGS TURNED HER TALENTS INWARD
TO IMBUE HER HOME WITH A COMFORTABLE
AND STYLISH COASTAL VIBE.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | STYLING BY KENDRA SURFACE | PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIN COMERFORD

The goal of the dining room was to create an
elevated room with an approachable feel that
cultivates conversation. Shagreen and glass cabinets
from RH, which feature a collection of antique coral
sculptures, white heirloom vases, and a woman’s
bust, among other things, spark conversation. The
dining table is by CB2 and the dining chairs are from
Anthropologie. OPPOSITE: Every design choice
for the breakfast area was about simplicity and
function. The plastic Eames dining chairs and
wood-topped tulip table are easily wiped down
after messy meals and gatherings. To add a dose of
color and fun to the space, Jennings included the
pair of art pieces from Wendover.
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HEATHER JENNINGS AND HER PARTNER KARL ROGERS
had been looking for a home near downtown Raleigh for six
months, with no luck. “The real estate market in Raleigh at the
time was so hot that finding a piece of land to build our dream
home felt nearly impossible,” says Jennings of 2019. “A house we
really wanted down the street was sold out from under us, and
we were devastated.”
Luckily though, the hurdles, twists, and turns were worth
it. Months later, the couple found a lot in the Five Points
neighborhood, which afforded them plenty of land and bicyclefriendly sidewalks ideal for their young family. “We loved
the historic feel of the neighborhood,” explains Jennings, a
commercial interior designer. “We love a mix of new and old
homes, which is exactly what Five Points has. We’re not the
cookie cutter type family.”

The couple razed the existing house and enlisted Grayson
Homes to help build a classic, streamlined home for their family
of five. As a former fashion designer, Jennings has always kept
abreast of trends, which often translate into interior design.
“When you’re a fashion designer, that design process is all about
intuition, trends, shopping, and traveling for inspiration,” she
explains. “As I transitioned into commercial design, I really had
to slow down and stop relying on the trend piece of it. With
my commercial design business, I’ve had to practice evidencebased design, which is less about intuition and more about
color theories, space planning, things that can be measured in a
specific way. And I really believe you can see that in this house.
Some things have this quirky, fun, Paris-meets-surfing-in-L.A.
vibe, but it’s all very planned out so that the floorplans and
spatiality make a lot of sense.”
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That vintage coastal aesthetic coupled with Jennings’ knack for
spatial planning allowed her to seamlessly install a design that was
functional but stylish for her young family. “We wanted it to feel like a
casual beach house in the middle of Raleigh,” she says. Jennings began
laying the groundwork for her design by painting most walls pale pink
and installing light bleached oak hardwood floors throughout. “I use
this same pale pink in a lot in my commercial design projects because
it’s so soothing,” she explains. “It’s a defining characteristic of our
home that everybody asks about and loves.”
From there, it was all about layers and textures. “I like a lot of
neutrals, a lot of whites and nudes with pops of accent colors,” she
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says. “I incorporated a good amount of grasscloth for texture, too,
as well as textured linen in Roman shades and draperies.” Pops of
gold accents throughout the home provide an additional dose of
color, like in the living room, where a pair of Aerin Lauder table
lamps help frame the fireplace as a focal point.
But while style was a high priority in the design of the home,
so, too, was functionality. The home needed to stand up to the
high traffic of little feet and dirty hands while also providing a
soft place to relax after a long day. To provide ultra-durability,
Jennings incorporated several commercial-grade fabrics in her
home. The home office desk chair is swathed in Maharam Darning

OPPOSITE: Jennings’ signature pale-pink wall color laid the groundwork for
the kitchen’s design, which features classic white subway tile from Florida
Tile. The counter stools are by vanCollier, purchased at Eatmans Carpets &
Interiors, and Aerin Lauder pendant lights hang above.
TOP: In the powder room, Jennings installed a bold Cole & Son wallpaper that
brings consistency to the greenery used throughout the home. “It’s this little
surprise that you don’t expect,” she says of the design choice. The mirror is by CB2.
BOTTOM: Jennings continued the tonal pinks and neutral color palette in
her home office with a pink Blu Dot Strut desk, Ikea storage cabinets in taupe
lacquer, and a HON office chair upholstered in commercial-grade Maharam
Darning Sampler fabric. An Anthroplogie pendant sets off the design.
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Sampler fabric, while the stunning Eames chair in the primary
bedroom is reupholstered in the same. The living room features a
pair of sofas covered in white Kravet commercial-grade velvet, a
move most people would find dicey in a high traffic space. “I always
wanted to have beautiful white sofas, but I think a lot of people
are afraid of white,” Jennings says. “That’s why I use so many
commercial-grade fabrics. They’re bleach cleanable, which is why I
love this velvet by Kravet.”
Though a designer’s home is constantly evolving, Jennings
feels like the resulting design truly hit the mark of what she and
Rogers were looking for when they began the process. “I went to
France this summer and visited this really cool coastal town, and I
translated many of those things into my home,” she says. “I often
think to myself, ‘Wow, we really nailed that seaside vibe with our
house.’ I love that our home is welcoming in a beach-house kind of
way, but still has a lot of elements that elevate it. We could not be
happier with how it turned out, and how the vibe makes our family
and friends feel when they’re in our home.” u

ABOVE: The modern owner’s bathroom features floating vanities by Tice
Kitchens & Interiors, which make the room feel “cleaner and more hospitable,”
Jennings says. She outfitted the space with a vintage Oushak runner, sconces
by Mitzi, and shagreen mirrors by CB2.
OPPOSITE: Jennings kept the walls of the owner’s suite pale pink, and added
a hand-painted wallpaper by Porter Teleo done on Japanese rice paper, which
frames the Anthropologie bed. The rug is by Feizy and the Eames chair was
reupholstered in a commercial-grade Maharham Darning Sampler fabric.
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Recently refinished, Summerford’s
staircase makes for a grand entrance.
Hand-painted gold wallcoverings from
Brunschwig & Fils complement the
newly installed black wrought-iron
spindles in the foyer. An antique
chandelier from a flea market in Paris
hangs above a Pierre Frey rug, while an
antique grandfather clock stands by.
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Blurred
LINES
DESIGNER TULA
SUMMERFORD'S HOME
OOZES THE SAME KIND
OF CHARM YOU EXPECT
FROM A RALEIGH
NATIVE BY WAY OF
NEW YORK: CASUAL
ELEGANCE.

TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN

I

IT’S ALWAYS SATISFYING TO DISCOVER THAT AN
artisan practices what they preach by living in the
same beauty that they so lovingly create for others.
Such is the case with the home of designer Tula Summerford. A peek into her personal space reveals a
passion for the same understated elegance she infuses
into her client’s homes—a modern juxtaposition of
old with new.
Summerford’s aesthetic is all encompassing, based
on her varied experiences and rooted in a well-rounded
appreciation for different aspects of design. With her
Greek heritage, it’s perhaps unsurprising that she adores
timeless architecture and old-world style. Though she
recognizes that growing up in New York shaped her love
for these things, she acknowledges that the ever-changing
landscape and newness of the city imparted modernity
in her, too. Add to that her time spent in Edenton, North
Carolina, “the smallest of small towns,” coupled with
her now forever home in cultured Raleigh, her design
view spans the range of old, new, elegant and modern to
familial, functional, pretty and showy. Meanwhile,
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The living room is one of Summerford’s favorite rooms,
and it’s full of her treasured antique pieces: side tables
from Paris, a vintage coffee table, and an antique mirror
from Italy. The white Lane sofa is one of the first pieces
of furniture Summerford purchased for herself in the
late ’80s. OPPOSITE: Summerford created a cocktail
lounge feel in the sunroom with a custom-made bar
from Fulford’s in Wilson, North Carolina. Black-andwhite barstools from Christopher Guy are covered in
Dedar fabric, as are the drapes, while vintage chairs
are swathed in Romo fabric. An original Louise Gaskill
chandelier in white and gold hangs above.
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BELOW: Large artwork purchased from a live auction in Atlanta hangs above the leather Chesterfield sofa in the sitting room. A coffee table from a market in
Italy centers the room, while a chandelier from the Helmsley Hotel auction hangs above a pair of antique chairs covered in Jim Thompson silk fabric.
OPPOSITE: Summerford’s recently renovated home office is bathed in bold black. A Jonathan Charles desk is outfitted with a vintage chair covered in Kravet
fabric, while trinkets from her travels provide an intimate backdrop. A console from Alfonso holds an antique Chinese tower purchased in Italy, and a chandelier
from Louise Gaskill completes the room.

everything she’s picked up along the way, she has brought to her
clients—and left a little in her own home as well.
Summerford was only spending the summer in Raleigh
twelve years ago, renting a home while her daughter attended
camp, when she fell in love with the city. By late August, the
family had decided to pack up their Edenton home and move
to Raleigh. “Our friends thought we were crazy,” Summerford
recalls. “But we just loved the town so much and knew we
wanted to make a new home here.” When she found the Country
Club Hills home, it was brand new—a blank slate. It was a traditional home, and in an effort to make the exterior a little more
French country, her ideal, she designed the landscape herself
and had it installed. “I wanted a simple and elegant landscape,
so I drew it up myself,” she says. “I painted the house white and
added shutters.”
While traveling here and there, Summerford would find
treasures and have them shipped back to her Raleigh home. In

Paris, she found several antique lighting fixtures at flea markets,
and in New York, she scored original gold light fixtures from
the Helmsley Hotel auction, which she installed in her living
room. Not everything was an antique, or new, or shipped from
overseas, though; Summerford repurposed the first sofa she
ever purchased, a Lane sofa she bought in the 80’s, in her family
room. Of course, paired with a couple of eighteenth-century
chairs from Paris that have never been reupholstered, she
manages to elevate even the most ordinary of pieces.
“We really live in our home,” she says. “We drink wine, we
entertain, we relax; everything is very livable while also being
classic and chic.” From her favorite tone-on-tone white formal
living room to her newly designed modern home office, Summerford shuffles design in her home so that each room reveals a
new face. “I turned my sitting room into a conference room for
work and went very modern with black walls, a white sofa, white
leather chairs, and vintage chairs covered in a Christian Lacroix
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TOP LEFT: Summerford loves to incorporate pieces she's
collected from her travels into her interior design work, especially
in her own home.
TOP RIGHT: An antique Chinese tower purchased in Italy
adds interest to Summerford’s accessories, which dot her
home filled with pieces from her travels abroad.
BOTTOM: In the sunroom, a console and mirror found at
various flea markets in Paris create a lovely vignette. An
antique stool covered in Romo fabric offers a perch, and
a gold flower sculpture from A. Hoke Ltd. adds a beautiful
finishing touch.

PORTRAIT: SOMER HANDLEY.

OPPOSITE: The sitting room is full of color, and the Bruce
Andrews sofa covered in Christian Lacroix fabric sits at the
center of it all. A Turkish rug anchors the room, and artwork by
James P. Kerr, purchased from ArtSource, hangs above the sofa.
The vintage yellow chair is covered in Ernest Gaspard fabric.
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fabric,” she explains. Walls are adorned with Steven Wilson’s art, and all of the designer’s favorites
can be found dotting the room, from butterflies to Gucci and Chanel.
Over the years, Summerford has curated her home, along the way adding a sunroom complete
with a custom bar created by Fulford’s in Wilson, North Carolina. Silk drapes and cowhides set the
mood for a loungy feel, perfect for happy-hour cocktails.
Summerford recently refinished her staircase, completing the dramatic entry, which
features gold hand-painted wallpaper by Brunschwig & Fils and wrought-iron spindles in place
of the original white. “I try to do everything in my house in a timeless fashion,” she says. “I like
to change out accessories that may be trendy, but at the end of the day, I love rooms that are
layered with patterns and filled with substantial pieces, whether they are from my travels or
antique and vintage.”
Each space in Summerford’s home bears the mark of an expert designer, flowing easily from
room to room, yet each with a distinct design and feel. “I will never do a home with all neutrals or
all antiques,” she says, “because I think there is a time and place for color and modernity, and that
balance can give integrity to a design.” Between the gilded mirrors and inlays, you’ll find funky new
fabrics (her first love) and contemporary art—a balance that she executes with precision. “Antiques
have been around for two hundred years, and they will be around for two hundred more; they bring
an unpretentious feel to a home, all the while coating it in elegance.”
It’s that passion for blurring the lines between past and present that is a hallmark of Summerford’s work, and if her home is nothing else, it’s a testament to practicing what she preaches. u

ABOVE: The guest bedroom is a
sanctuary with soothing taupe
tones amped up with a patterned
Kravet wallcovering. A bed from
Curated Kravet is creamy and
dreamy, while draperies made with
Cowtan & Tout fabric are soft and
feminine. An antique chest, mirror,
and chair covered in fabric from A.
Hoke Ltd. complete the look. The
lumbar pillow is covered in Pierre
Frey fabric.
OPPOSITE: In the primary
bathroom, Summerford opted for
opulence, surrounding the tub in
gold tile from Triangle Tile & Stone.
Behind the freestanding tub from
R. Jacobs, the walls are covered in
Omexco paper. A Curated Kravet
chandelier adds drama above.
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Comfort and style were high priority in the family room,
where Burns and her three kids gather on a daily basis.
The black rattan chair by Arteriors features thick cut strips,
which are looped to create an intricate pattern. The petite
vintage sofa in the corner of the room was rebuilt and
reupholstered in an ivory Crypton fabric with a black fabric
dressmaker detail at the bottom of the skirt.
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A PLACE TO
CALL HOME
LOOKING FOR A SOFT LANDING PAD FOR HER THREE
KIDS, DESIGNER LAUREN BURNS TRANSFORMS A WEST
CARY HOUSE INTO A COMFORTING HOME.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | STYLING BY HEIDI DONOHUE | PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN

The oversized sofa by Four Hands doubles
as a full-size bed for overnight guests. Glass
discs affixed to natural brass rods create
a modern sputnik-style orb chandelier by
Regina Andrew.
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LAUREN BURNS WAS READY TO FIND A SPACE WHERE SHE AND HER THREE
children could call home. As a newly single mom of three, she wanted to plant new roots
and focus on creating a cozy, comfortable, welcoming home for her brood. “My priority
at that time was to have a landing point for my kids,” says the designer. “I wanted to
make sure that wherever we went, my kids would feel secure and have the stability
they desperately needed. I wanted to create happy memories and I wanted them to feel
comfortable with their friends over.”
When Burns found the 2,955-square-foot home in West Cary in 2017, she saw past the
dated architectural finishes and envisioned the comfortable home her family needed. “I had
only looked at three homes during my search, but when I walked into this one, I thought,
‘this is it,’” she says. “It felt right, but I knew there were many things that weren’t my style
or were really dated.” The kitchen was one such space, with its awkwardly shaped island
and layout not conducive to entertaining or cooking. “I love to cook and have friends over,
and this kitchen was a constant source of frustration,” says Burns.

LEFT: Burns’ goal with the foyer was to open
up the space as much as possible and bridge
the two rooms at the front of the home.
“I wanted to create interest as you walk
through the front door and into the main
living spaces,” she says. She added a custom
three-panel barn door made with matte
black hardware accented with two-tiered
whitewash wooden pendants by Arteriors.
RIGHT: Burns completely refaced the
original cabinetry, removed a center glass
cabinet, and installed floating three-inch
shelves, all painted in the same white
color of the new cabinetry in the nearby
kitchen. She then added brass hardware by
Schoolhouse to warm up the space, and a
wooden bead pendant in a distressed white
finish drape by Aidan Gray.
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Burns wanted a wow factor in her home, so she
connected with artist Caroline Lizarraga to handpaint the stunning accent wall in the dining
room. To balance the modern aesthetic, Burns
complemented with organic finishes such as the
wooden dining table by Brownstone Furniture and
the leather chandelier from Ngala Trading Co.
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BELOW: Burns relaxes in her newly
renovated kitchen, which involved
completely gutting the former
awkward space. She created a light,
bright, and airy area for her family to
gather and to entertain.

A major renovation with Reico Kitchen & Bath at
the end of 2020 yielded the kitchen Burns desired: a
breathtakingly modern room with a spacious footprint that
seamlessly allowed for entertaining as well as food prep and
cooking. Custom white shaker-style cabinets complement
the Calacatta Gold Silestone on both the counters and
backsplash, which bleeds to the ceiling. Burns added
warmth to the space by including Schoolhouse hardware
with gold accents and a pair of antique brass sconces by
Arteriors that feature a glass orb and fine-threaded tassel.
Burns then took to the living spaces, where comfort
and versatility were priorities. While the spaces needed to
be comfortable for Burns and her three teenaged children,
they also had to make sense for their day-to-day lives. The
designer began with the front two rooms of the home, one
sold to her as a formal dining room, which was unrealistic for
her family. “I have nothing against a formal dining room, but,
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ABOVE: Burns’ daughter’s room features a workspace with a
desk from RH and a ghost chair from HD Buttercup. She then
accessorized with found objects.
RIGHT: The one-time formal dining room was transformed into
a lounge space to maximize the home’s entertaining options.
Burns added the tufted leather bench by Oly Studio and a pair
of blush pink chairs from Arteriors swathed in CR Laine fabric. A
sideboard from Suzanne Kasler for Hickory Chair sits underneath
a painting by Jill Pumpelly Fine Art.

“I WAS GOING FOR A
FEMININE, SEXY, AND
MOODY VIBE, WITH
AN UNDERTONE OF
APPROACHABILITY
AND COMFORT.”
—LAUREN BURNS
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for us, that room would never get used,” she explains. “When I designed
this room, I envisioned it to be a beautiful and welcoming place to hang out
with my friends. I also wanted to create a spot where you could sit down
and put shoes on, given the narrow entryway and the proximity to the front
door. I was going for a feminine, sexy, and moody vibe, with an undertone
of approachability and comfort.”

Burns began the design process for this space with the
Hickory Chair sideboard, which was in the dining room of her
previous home. “It reminds me of a modern French piece from
the 1940s,” she explains. The gray leather tufted bench with
an iron frame by Oly Studio serves dual purposes as a striking
complement to the artwork by Jill Pumpelly Fine Art and extra

seating. “The leather withstands my kids and guests sitting on
it, as well as the occasional backpack dropped on it as my kids
run through the front door when they get home,” laughs Burns.
“I love its sleekness and versatility.”
Opposite, the one-time guest bedroom was transformed
into a more practical, transitional space that can work as a
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guest suite but also a living room. The oversized sofa bed by
Four Hands doubles as a full-size bed for overnight guests.
By day, it’s a cozy place to read or have a cocktail. The
midcentury-modern accent chair by Autograph by Wade in a
fuchsia fabric began the color story for the front of the home,
an array of grays, whites, and pinks. A vintage brass and
Lucite ghost table accents the entire look.
Burns’ design approach in the front of the home easily
transferred to the back of the home, where most of the
family’s day-to-day living takes place. A completely renovated
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kitchen influenced the design of the adjacent dining room
with a cool, neutral color palette warmed with organic
finishes and furniture like the dining table by Brownstone
Furniture and the leather chandelier from Ngala Trading Co.
The most striking accent, though, is the hand-painted wall by
artist Caroline Lizarraga. “I have been in awe of Caroline’s
amazing talent and the incredible balance she seems to have,”
says Burns. “This accent wall is now the perfect addition to a
space that needed something that a piece of furniture or art
could never bring.”

Burns admits that nothing is ever really finished in her
home, as she’s always adding layers and textures, tweaking
the interior design. But overall, she loves what she’s created
for her family. “I’m so happy with the functionality and the
way the house looks now,” she says. “I love how it came
together architecturally. It’s hard to impress teenagers, but
the fact that they are really happy with what I’ve done means
a lot to me. When I look at the spaces I created for me and
my children, it makes me happy that they got what they
needed: a place to call home.” u

LEFT: The primary bedroom was designed to be peaceful and restful. Says
Burns, “I wanted a timeless color palette with layered neutrals and textures.”
The upholstered bed she purchased from One Kings Lane serves as the
centerpiece to the space. Classic bedding by Daniel Stuart Studio provide
a neutral base while the antique brass and crystal tiered chandelier by Noir
adds a touch of glam.
RIGHT: Burns wanted her kids’ rooms to feel just as comfortable and cozy as
the rest of the home. Here, she designed her daughter’s room with artwork
from Juniper and a built-in daybed with Kate Spade bedding topped with
Mongolian fur pillows from West Elm. The antique brass sconces are from
Visual Comfort.
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BRING YOUR
VISION TO US
The experts at Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery are here
to help create a home that’s as extraordinary as you are.
Any project, any style, any dream—bring your inspiration to
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery. Visit build.com/ferguson
to schedule your personalized showroom experience today.

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM:
RALEIGH
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Robertson Collection

COURTESY OF CLARK HALL DOORS & WINDOWS.
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DECORATING

FEATURED ADVERTISER EDITORIAL

DESIGNER
One-Stop
A. HOKE LTD.’S SHOWROOMS FOSTER
CONNECTION AND COLLABORATION.

Creativity. Connection. Collaboration. These are just a few
advantages designers tout when reflecting on their relationship with A. Hoke Ltd.
Founded more than thirty years ago, A. Hoke has proudly
served as a one-stop shop for designers across the Southeast,
offering beautiful furniture, fabrics, wallcoverings, and decor
in comprehensive showrooms in Charlotte and Raleigh. The
reputation and legacy, nurtured by CEO Don Greene and
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President Elaine Greene Hougham, is one trusted and valued
by designers throughout their careers. Katherine Connell
of Katherine Connell Interior Design in Raleigh and Layton
Campbell of J. Layton Interiors in Charlotte are two top
designers in their markets who choose A. Hoke to supply
their client projects.
“I’ve been acquainted with A. Hoke as long as I’ve been in
the design world, about twenty-two years,” Connell says. “I’ve

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL BLEVINS.

WRITTEN BY BRANDY WOODS SNOW

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN.

watched the Raleigh showroom grow and change. Kensi, the
manager, always keeps the showroom floor on-trend while
appealing to all styles. If you are a designer in Raleigh, you
have a relationship with A. Hoke.”
Campbell says, “I was an associate designer for a small
firm about twenty years ago when I was introduced to
A. Hoke. That relationship blossomed over the years,
especially when I opened my own business.”
As a top resource for regional designers, A. Hoke offers
not only a friendly, trusting relationship but also a beautiful
space in which designers can come in, bring clients, and
enjoy a workspace with seasoned, experienced staff on hand
for assistance.
“One of the best things is that my clients can touch
and feel the fabrics and sit on the furniture,” Connell says.
“Hiring a designer is a luxury, and purchasing designer
furniture is an investment, so clients want to experience
that first-hand before purchase.”
Campbell adds, “A. Hoke offers quite an array of products, and they strive to cover many design genres, making
it easy to utilize the showroom in an efficient way. Having
a plethora of samples, memos, and finish chips at your
fingertips makes presentations easier, allowing me to focus
on the project without worrying over any missing parts.”
Connell says she often purchases upholstery pieces
through A. Hoke, including high-end selections from EJ
Victor, Highland House, and Century Furniture. Campbell

“YOU WANT TO WORK
WITH FOLKS LIKE THIS!”
—LAYTON CAMPBELL
recently procured a custom seventy-two-inch round dining
table with brass band from Century Furniture, dining
chairs from Lee Industries, and coordinating pillows
featuring Kelly Wearstler fabrics for a client project. Both
Connell and Campbell praise A. Hoke’s staff ’s professional
manner, timeliness, expertise, and efficiency in helping
them to maximize their clients’ experiences by taking care
of the management details, so they’re able to focus on the
creative design.
Offering a comprehensive selection of superior-quality,
high-end products with unmatched attention to detail and
commitment to customer satisfaction is the epitome of A.
Hoke’s standing in the design world.
“A. Hoke became a dear friend and cheerleader of my
work,” Campbell says. “We’ve had a wonderful business
relationship and a caring, supportive personal friendship.
You want to work with folks like this!” u

For more information, contact A. HOKE LTD.
at 919-832-5555 or visit AHOKELIMITED.COM.
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Clark Hall
OPENS NEW DOORS
WELCOME GUESTS TO YOUR HOME WITH A
CUSTOM STEEL DOOR DESIGNED JUST FOR YOU.
WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

in-house so there is complete design control. And third, Kaiser
wants to make it easy to do business together. “Clark Hall Doors
is a one-stop shop, where our clients can be educated, design their
entryway in conjunction with an experienced team member, and
have their door installed and serviced by Clark Hall,” he adds.
Shannon Connors, a Clark Hall homeowner and interior
designer by trade, experienced the security of being able to tweak
her custom windows during the manufacturing process. “A small
change to capture the look that I had in mind came up during
the process,” Connors says. “Together with Clark Hall Doors, we
worked through a solution. The company came to the table and
put skin in the game, sharing the additional charge needed to

COURTESY OF CLARK HALL DOORS & WINDOWS.

For fifty years, Clark Hall Doors has served Charlotte-area
designers, architects, and builders who want custom doors and
windows for their clients. Now, the company announces it will open
a new Raleigh showroom on November 9 at 1403 Capital Boulevard
to support the customers it has already been serving here.
“Raleigh homeowners can now fully enjoy Clark Hall quality
and service, which is a three-part methodology for how we work
with clients to provide a custom, one-of-a-kind entryway for
their homes,” says Luke Kaiser of Clark Hall Doors & Windows.
Developing relationships is the first priority. Second, he stresses
the necessity for Clark Hall’s quality to be extremely high. For
this reason, Clark Hall hand-forges its iron doors and windows
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“WE TELL FOLKS NEW TO THE DOOR AND
WINDOW BUSINESS TO THINK OF US AS THE
MERCEDES OR AUDI OF CUSTOM DOORS.”

make my look a reality. Clark Hall
Doors followed up until I was one
hundred percent satisfied.”
The Connors replaced every
window and door in their home
with Clark Hall products in a fullhouse renovation that contemporized their residence. “When
you purchase high-end doors and
windows, it is a large part of the
budget,” Connors adds. “Having a
company that we felt comfortable
with was important. Clark Hall
Doors hit the ball out of the park
from that standpoint.”
Will Johnson Building
Company’s clients have increasingly requested steel doors and
windows, according to Rebecca
Johnson. The company had
been working with an overseas
company but switched to Clark
Hall Doors and has never looked
back. “We have a very good
relationship with Clark Hall
Doors,” she says. “How the
company builds doors is different
from everyone else. They are
made to last. We also appreciate
a partner who works with us
to understand new technology
and address our customer’s
concerns,” Johnson adds. “We
rely on Clark Hall Doors to show
our customers the latest product
samples and videos, and to help
us answer customer questions.”
“We tell folks new to the door
and window business to think
of us as the Mercedes or Audi of
custom doors: better features,
higher quality, personalized
service, and more longevity,”
Kaiser says. u

—LUKE KAISER

Contact CLARK HALL DOORS & WINDOWS at CLARKHALLDOORS.COM,
or visit the new Raleigh showroom at 1403 Capital Boulevard.
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COMPANY
is COMING
PAMPER HOLIDAY GUESTS BY
ORGANIZING THE ROOMS IN YOUR HOME.

There’s nothing like impending house guests to
help you channel your inner Marie Kondo and
finally check off those to-do’s that have been
waiting for attention. Top of the list: sprucing up
the guest quarters.
“Wall beds, also known as Murphy beds,
turn any room into guest quarters,” says
Chantale Persinger of Closets by Design. “They
can turn any nook into a multifunctional space
because they are particularly good where floor
space is limited.”
When surrounded by built-in cabinetry,
bookshelves, and drawers, a wall bed that is
tucked away when not in use becomes an
architectural focal point in the room. The space
can be used as a home office complete with
locking drawers and doors or as an entertainment center that contains a TV and books for
browsing. Wall beds contain more comfortable
mattresses than folding cots and pull-out sofa
beds, so your guests’ backs will thank you.
“Closets by Design offers both traditional
and modern-styled wall beds and surrounds,”
Persinger says. “The shelves and drawers
surrounding wall beds have a fine-furniture
finish that becomes an important design
element when the bed is folded up into the
wall. Wall beds can be customized to integrate
with the existing design scheme of the room.”
In addition to guest quarters, upgrading
that hobby room is another perfect fall project
for homeowners who want to organize before
the holidays. “We can customize gift wrapping
stations to hold rolls of paper and ribbons, and
incorporate extras like pull-out countertops for
an additional temporary workspace,” she adds.
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COURTESY OF CLOSETS BY DESIGN.

WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

Sleek countertops, wall units for holding supplies,
divided vertical storage, slide-out baskets and bins,
open shelving, and drawer systems allow crafters to
design a space that is comfortable and functional
for how they like to work. “Use our accessories to
personalize the space and unleash your creativity,”
Persinger says.
The hobby room may be the perfect place to add
a wall bed, making the space a true multi-functioning
workhorse. Or use the newly organized room to host a
holiday gift-wrapping party.
Don’t forget another space that almost always
needs an organizational facelift: the pantry. Although
it’s usually a spot hidden away from visitors, you
probably want overnight guests to feel like part of the
family and welcome to scan the pantry for snacks.
Plus, organizing prior to the holidays is a boon to
ease meal prep for yourself during one of the busiest
cooking times of the year. “The accessories and options
are endless for walk-in, reach-in, and open-shelving
pantries,” Persinger says. Lucite dividers and drawer
fronts provide at-a-glance inventory management, wine
racks hold your favorite bottles, and drawers with silver
cloth lining keep fine silverware ready for action.
Guests will be so awed by their organized and
comfy accommodations that they will overlook the
dusty side table or dishes in the sink that haven’t quite
made it to the dishwasher. u

“WALL BEDS CAN TURN ANY
NOOK INTO A MULTIFUNCTIONAL
SPACE BECAUSE THEY ARE
PARTICULARLY GOOD WHERE
FLOOR SPACE IS LIMITED.”
—CHANTALE PERSINGER

Shop CLOSETS BY DESIGN at RALEIGH.CLOSETSBYDESIGN.COM,
or call 919-850-9030.
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KITCHEN AND BATH
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RALEIGH
Showroom Stunner
R. JACOBS’ EVER-EVOLVING SHOWROOM OFFERS THE LATEST IN
UPSCALE HARDWARE AND PLUMBING FOR THE KITCHEN AND BATH.

Next time you’re window shopping in Raleigh, be sure to stroll
by the storefront of R. Jacobs Fine Plumbing & Hardware to
see the very latest in innovative kitchen designs and finishes.
Better yet, walk into the beautifully appointed 5,200-squarefoot showroom at 8613 Glenwood Avenue to get an up-close
look at the newest kitchen vignette outfitted with a Julien
SmartStation sink surrounded by the newest color countertop
in Cosentino’s Dekton family of products.
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“We have partnered with Cosentino to display their latest
Dekton product offering,” says founder Rick Jacobs. “Our
newest display shows the sophisticated Laurent countertop,
with a striking colorway that features a dramatic dark brown
background crisscrossed with gold veining.” This new Dekton
color is from the Natural Collection, but Cosentino carries
more than fifty colors across four collections of Dekton, which
is highly scratch, heat, and stain resistant.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BROOKE ROBERSON.

WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

“CALL US TO MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT IF YOU’RE
READY TO SIT DOWN AND
DESIGN YOUR DREAM
KITCHEN OR BATH.”
—RICK JACOBS

The newly featured Julien SmartStation is a
stainless-steel sink with multi-level sliding accessories perfectly set into the main island. “Customers
can mix and match walnut and maple accessories to
create a custom utilitarian sink, prep, and serving
station,” says Teresa Merritt of R. Jacobs. “A cutting
board, serving bowls, tray, drying rack, serving
board, colander, protective sink grid, and other
accessories create just what a homeowner needs to
prepare and serve food effortlessly.”
Surrounding the main island are other sink setups
showcasing exquisite faucets in a range of finishes
from lines like Dornbracht, Waterstone, Rohl, and
Franz Viegener, alongside high-end sinks from Shaw,
Franke, and Bocchi. You won’t find these at a big-box
retailer, and Jacobs says that despite the recent
international supply chain delays, its showroom has
good lead times on these product lines and receives
products relatively quickly for homeowners who are
ready to upgrade their kitchens.
Stroll the showroom and you’ll see that
R. Jacobs’ products are not limited to kitchen
faucets and sinks. Everywhere you turn, there’s a
wall of decorative hardware, freestanding bathtubs,
toilets, modern lighting fixtures, and almost any
other bathroom or kitchen accessory you would
want to see.
As a family owned and operated business, Jacobs
considers superb customer service a mandate for his
fine plumbing showroom. With twenty-five years in
the industry, he and his team have made this Raleigh
masterpiece a homey, yet professional place for
homeowners to do business.
“Come and grab a coffee or mimosa and browse
the showroom,” says Jacobs, “or call us to make an
appointment if you’re ready to sit down and design
your dream kitchen or bath.” u
Contact R. JACOBS FINE PLUMBING AND HARDWARE
at 919-720-4202 or visit RJACOBSFPH.COM.
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Carolina Farmstead is a boutique woodworking
shop that specializes in crafting heirloom-quality,
farmhouse-style furniture from reclaimed
and responsibly-harvested new wood.
Each piece is handcrafted on our three-generation
family farmstead in Eastern North Carolina.
It’s beautiful, strong, and built to last.

DESIGN TRADE PROGRAM:

Our specialists offer personalized service exclusive to
Interior Designers and Architects
For more information scan QR code
Made in North Carolina • Shipped anywhere in the U.S.

Snow Hill Shop and Showroom:
1012 Hardy Road, Snow Hill, North Carolina 28580
Rocky Mount Showroom (located in the Bel Air Art Center)
115 S Church St, Rocky Mount, NC 27804

(800) 822-6219

@carolinafarmstead

carolinafarmstead.com
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AUTUMN IN
THE GARDEN
BY DAVID PAYNE

WE OFTEN CREDIT SPRING AND SUMMER
FLOWERS FOR CREATING COLORFUL, EYECATCHING LANDSCAPES, BUT WE SHOULD
NOT OVERLOOK THE POTENTIAL OF SHOWY
FALL PLANTS.
Here are seven trees and shrubs that are perfect for North
Carolina landscapes to continue the color explosion into autumn.
OSMANTHUS: Also known as Tea Olive, this shrub or small tree,

depending on how it is pruned, has beautiful white, fragrant
flowers in the spring and in the fall. It is a two-for-one shrub,
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as the white flowers are long lasting but also provide a heavenly
scent that wafts throughout the yard.
GARDENIA: Another wonderfully fragrant shrub, white
gardenia flowers in both spring and fall. Blooms last
a long time, usually several weeks, and gardenias are
a good specimen for those homeowners who want
low-maintenance plants. With both heirloom and new
varieties, there is sure to be a cultivar to please.
ENCORE AZALEA: This repeat bloomer produces showy flowers
in spring, summer, and fall. With a wide range of colors and

“IT IS ENTIRELY POSSIBLE TO HAVE COLOR IN ANY SEASON,
WITH AUTUMN BLOOMERS BEING QUITE SHOWY.”
both intermediate and dwarf sizes, Encore Azaleas are
a good fit as foundational plantings, in short hedges,
and even in containers that can be moved around as
fill-in color where needed. In addition to blooming in
three seasons, these azaleas are beloved for their low
maintenance, no-deadheading personality, their attraction of butterflies and hummingbirds, and because they
are evergreen. Plant them en masse for a wow factor.
GINKGO TREE: This ancient tree is a native of China

that also thrives in our area. Its fan-shaped leaves
provide a unique look, particularly when they turn
bright yellow in the fall. The colorful leaves rival
any flower for ornamental beauty.
BALD CYPRESS: You may not first think of a
deciduous conifer as a fall stunner, but these trees’
needle-like leaves exhibit an airy, feathery texture
that turns fiery orange or burnt copper in the fall.
The combination of unique texture and color is a
winner in the autumn landscape.
WILLOW OAK: A long-lived stalwart specimen in the

oak family may at first be overlooked as a fall color
producer, but its narrow willow-like leaves turn
yellow when temperatures begin to cool down.
OCTOBER GLORY RED MAPLE: We know that red

maple trees’ leaves turn red in the fall, but the
October Glory cultivar is the showiest of them all.
Its radiant red leaves last several weeks. It also
shows color in the spring with red flowers and fruit
that birds enjoy.
It is entirely possible to have color in any season,
with autumn bloomers being quite ornate. The best
part of incorporating these perennials and trees into
your yard is that they require minimal effort and
maintenance to produce color season after season
for many years. u

DAVID PAYNE is the owner of HOME & GARDEN LANDSCAPES and can be
reached at 919-801-0211, or visit HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.
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SPLENDID
SPANISH QUARTZ
BY SUNNY SURANA

AS YOU PROBABLY KNOW, I AM ADAMANT
ABOUT CARRYING ONLY THE MOST SUPERIOR
QUARTZ SURFACES IN OUR SHOWROOM.

WHY IS THIS PRODUCT SO EXCITING FOR HOMEOWNERS?

Compac’s manufacturing process adds new properties to quartz,
better adapting it to homeowners’ everyday needs. With unbelievable
impermeability and hardness, Technological Quartz has:
• minimal water absorption;
• maximum durability;
• impact resistance;
• stain resistance;
• and imperviousness to abrasion and scratches.

COURTESY OF COMPAC.

The benefits of quartz—durability, hardness, stain resistance,
and much more—have pushed it to the top of homeowners’
and designers’ “must-have” lists. Quartz wears very well in
many applications, even under intense daily use as a kitchen
countertop in a family home.
In traveling to Spain, we have forged a strong relationship with
its first manufacturer of quartz surfaces, Compac. CRS Marble &
Granite is bringing Compac’s Technological Quartz to the Raleigh
marketplace. We carry fourteen colors from the line, which are

all inspired by lakes, forests, rocks, mountains, and other natural
textures. In shades of cream, white, gold, black, and gray, Compac
is taking the best of nature and combining it with the latest technology to create a high-grade quartz.
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“THE BENEFITS OF
QUARTZ HAVE PUSHED
IT TO THE TOP OF
HOMEOWNERS’
AND DESIGNERS’
‘MUST-HAVE’ LISTS.”

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR HOMEOWNERS?

It all adds up to what most of our clients want: a countertop
that is easy to clean, low maintenance, and has a long life. By
starting with a natural base of 95 percent quartz with added resin
and pigment, Compac quartz is one of the hardest countertop
materials available.
Don’t forget, we still carry LG Viatera quartz through an exclusive distributor partnership with the manufacturer. This product
line provides even more color choices for homeowners searching
for the perfect match for a specific project. We have fifty color

choices of this particular product line in-house. No matter which
quartz a homeowner chooses, trained design consultants in our
design center provide the assistance and samples needed to make
a confident choice for a beautiful result in the home.
We put our good name behind these quartz surface products.
Whether our clients choose LG Viatera or Compac quartz, CRS
continues to build on its high level of trust with homeowners that
has been established over the last twenty-plus years. We want
clients to lean on our trustworthy name while exploring all the
benefits and beauty quartz can add to their homes. u

Contact Sunny Surana at CRS MARBLE & GRANITE’S
Raleigh showroom at 7521 Exhibit Court or visit CRSGRANITE.COM.

CELEBRATING FIFTEEN YEARS. FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED.
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WINE & DESIGN
BY EVAN BOST

Wine storage has emerged out of
earthen cellars and into the design
toolkit for contemporary entertaining, dining, and living spaces,
providing a focal point for both
libations and conversation. Recent
innovations in wine storage and
conditioning systems have paved
the way for connoisseurs and casual
wine drinkers alike to display their
bottles in harmony with the surrounding interior design aesthetic.
But it requires an experienced
builder and interior designer to
plan the space properly and coordinate the many installers and suppliers needed to attain these unique
features. Let’s unpack the details
that make these wine displays pop.
The first step is to identify the
display space. In the case of this
stunning display nestled between
the kitchen and formal dining room,
a ten-inch, two-bottle depth floorto-ceiling metal rack was selected
to be mounted in the middle of the
twenty-four-inch-deep alcove. This
granted enough room behind the
racking to install a strip of LED tape
light in the surrounding molding,
backlighting the wine and the
cork wallpaper backdrop. A raised
cedar pedestal beneath the bottles
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK; INTERIOR DESIGN BY DESIGN WORKS STUDIO.

OF ALL THE VARIOUS
SPECIAL FEATURES IN
CUSTOM-BUILT HOMES
AND REMODEL PROJECTS,
NOTHING DAZZLES QUITE
LIKE A CONTEMPORARY
WINE DISPLAY.

“NOTHING
DAZZLES
QUITE LIKE A
CONTEMPORARY
WINE DISPLAY.”

protrudes to the glass doors, creating a more trimmed enclosure. This compact design accommodates 168 bottles! Floorto-ceiling mounted racks do not disrupt the wall surface, so the
wall can be any material, including brick or stone. For greater
wine capacity, this racking can be ordered double-sided to
create a wine display island in a room or a freestanding wine
wall separating two spaces.
In this display, the enclosure is not conditioned, meaning
the wine is kept at room temperature for short-term display
and storage. Displaying the wine while keeping it at a controlled temperature and humidity adds a fair amount of
complexity and cost, but overall would not appear much
different. A wine-chilling AC unit would need to be installed
in the crawlspace below, with a floor vent, to deliver the
conditioned air. Because wine storage is typically below the
dew point, the walls need to be insulated (and, ideally, also
the display glass) and the gaps between the glass should be
weather-stripped.

In our second example (above), we have a true wine
cellar in terms of ideal temperature and humidity for longterm storage, and it’s conveniently located in the heart of
the entertaining space. This cellar blends with the architecture of the home, achieving a rustic yet contemporary
aesthetic, which corresponds with the surrounding kitchen,
dining, and great room. We utilized modern acrylic racks
atop walnut shelving for bulk storage, and a backlit quartzite floor for fun. The cellar is tucked behind a TruStile
walnut door with Flemish glass and a custom iron overlay,
communicating with the custom walnut cabinetry of the
adjacent wet bar and nearby kitchen.
Wine cellars and displays have become staples in our
homes and are often in the heart of entertaining areas. As
we’ve all experienced, social gatherings inevitably end up in
the kitchen. Stylish wine displays like these create one more
reason why. u

EVAN BOST is the director of sales and marketing at BOST CUSTOM HOMES.
For more information, call 919-460-1983 or visit BOSTHOMES.COM.
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SPOTLIGHT
CHARLOTTE RUSSELL CONTEMPORARY
September 1–December 31
charlotterussellcontemporary.com
Curated by Charlotte Russell Contemporary and on view at Hartwell, Local
Color features a vibrant collection of
artworks by five artists living and working
in the Triangle. Featured artists include
King Nobuyoshi Godwin, Abie Harris,
Mar Hester, Jen Matthews, and Jean
Gray Mohs. Each using their own unique
mediums and processes, the works on
view showcase the rich local art scene.

AFTERGLOW
BEV'S FINE ART
October 14–December 31
bevsfineart.com
Afterglow celebrates diverse mediums and methods of
creation. Four new artists will be showing their works: Patrick
Lee, whose paintings exude an emotional handling of oil and
beautiful haunting light; Ian Herdell, a craftsman with the ability
to transform wood into bold, organic wall sculptures; Laura Berendsen Hughes, with her bright palette and blend of patterns
with horse silhouettes; and Jenny Wu, an innovative abstract
artist repurposing house paint into geometric manipulations.
Afterglow will also feature new works by Joshua Smith, who is
sure to please with his dreamlike works. Enjoy an evening of
light refreshments and a chance to meet several of the artists
on Thursday, October 14, from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
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DRESSING THE ABBEY
NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF
HISTORY
October 23–January 17
ncmuseumofhistory.org
Experience original costumes worn
by the stars of Downton Abbey.
Dressing the Abbey is a traveling
exhibition developed by Exhibits
Development Group. It includes
thirty-five original costumes that
showcase the turbulence and
changes in the late Edwardian era
through the 1920s by means of the
fashions of the period, while also
evoking fans’ favorite moments.
Hosted by the North Carolina
Museum of History, Dressing the
Abbey features attire ranging
from country tweeds to servants’
uniforms to lavish eveningwear. Visit
the website for more information
and ticket prices.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ART BY JEN MATTHEWS, COURTESY OF CHARLOTTE RUSSELL CONTEMPORARY; IMAGES COURTESY OF EXHIBITS DEVELOPMENT GROUP; ART BY LAURA BERENDSEN HUGHES, COURTESY OF BEV’S FINE ART.
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Room For MORE
With Closet Factory

WALK-IN CLOSET

REACH-IN CLOSET

Get MORE from your closet.
Get twice the amount of usable
storage space than your old
closet. Let’s go shopping again.

Get
Started Now! In-Home or Virtual
............................................................................

closetfactory.com
(919) 773-8990

Free Design Consultation and Installation
Showroom: 2031 Production Dr, Apex, NC 27539
©2021 Closet Factory. All rights reserved.
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CLOSETS • GARAGES • HOME OFFICES • ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS • WALL BEDS • WALL UNITS • LAUNDRY ROOMS • PANTRIES • CRAFT ROOMS • MUD ROOMS • WINE ROOMS

CLASSIC OFFERINGS FOR SOPHISTICATED
HOME FURNISHING TASTES

BEDROOM SET BY HICKORY WHITE
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM TO SEE A WIDE VARIETY OF MANUFACTURERS TO SELECT FROM

SINCE 1939 • INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

North Raleigh • 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025 • Monday through Saturday 10 - 5 • Closed Sunday
waysidefurniturehouse.com

Tour: October 27 - December 12, 2021 / 387 Riverstone Dr • Pittsboro, NC 27312
P a r a g o n B u i l d i n g G roup.com/Ti ckets

THE TRIANGLE’S FIRST

Southern Living Showcase Home

Nestled among some of North Carolina’s most beautiful Piedmont landscapes, this
Universal Design home embodies southern style and hospitality.
This elegant Southern Living Showcase Home features exceptional details, quality
building products, luxurious interiors, expansive landscaping, and welcomes all.

M ED I A S P ON S O R

R I V E R S T O N E
E S T A T E S

FONVILLE MORISEY BAREFOOT

A portion of the proceeds will benefit Hope Renovations.

808 SALEM WOODS DRIVE, SUITE 205

RALEIGH, NC 27615

www.bardidesigns.com

919-803-5251

